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Metastasis is the outcome of several selective sequential steps where one of the first and necessary steps is the progressive overgrowth or dominance of a small number of metastatic cells
in a tumour. In spite of numerous experimental investigations concerning the growth advantage of metastatic cells, the mechanisms resulting in their dominance are still unknown. Metastatic cell overgrowth occurs even if doubling time of the metastatic subpopulation is shorter
than that of all others subpopulations in a heterogeneous tumour. In order to examine the
hypothesis that under conditions of competition of cell subpopulations for common substrata
cell motility of the slow-growing subpopulation can result in its dominance in a heterogeneous tumour, a mathematical model of heterogeneous tumour growth is suggested. The model
describes two cell subpopulations which can grow with different rates and transform into the
resting state depending on the concentration of the substrate consumed by both subpopulations. The slow-growing subpopulation is assumed to be motile. In numerical simulations it is
shown that this subpopulation is able to overgrow the other one. The dominance phenomenon
(resulting from random cell motion) depends on the motility coefficient in a threshold manner: in a heterogeneous tumour the slow-dividing motile subpopulation is able to overgrow its
non-motile counterparts if its motility coefficient exceeds a certain threshold value. Computations demonstrate independence of the motile cells overgrowth from the initial tumour composition.
Keywords: tumour growth, cellular heterogeneit), motilit?-; cell dominance

1 INTRODUCTION
One of the most important biological features of cancer, responsible for its lethality, is the ability of
tumour cells to metastasize. Hence, identification of
tumour cell characteristics involved in the metastatic
process is of principle importance for understanding
and treatment of malignant diseases.

* Corresponding authors

It is known that tumour metastasis includes a complex succession of events whereby malignant cells
spread from the primary tumour to colonise near and
distant host tissues (Nicolson, 1987). An important
feature of this process is that metastasis is the outcome of several selective sequential steps where one
of the first and necessary steps is the progressive
overgrowth or dominance of a small number of meta-
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static cells in a tumour (Waghorne r t al., 1988). The
biological significance and implications of the metastatic cell dominance phenomenon for tumour biology has been discussed in detail (Miller et al., 1987,
Kerbel, 1990, Rak and Kerbel, 1993). In spite of
numerous experimental investigations concerning the
growth advantage of metastatic cells, the mechanisms
resulting in their dominance are still unknown.
Metastatic process as a stage of a tumour progression is based on the main fundamental property of
neoplasm - cellular heterogeneity (Bell et al., 1991,
Symmans et a/., 1995, Nicolson and Moustafa, 1998).
In the framework of the heterogeneity concept,
tmnour progression is considered as a number of successive changes in the composition structure resulting
from the host selection pressure: depletion of essential nutrients, chemotherapy and action of the host
immunity. This selection can lead to dominance of the
subpopulation with the growth advantage. It should
be noted that such definition of the tumour progression is rather vague and it rises a number of questions.
One of the main of them is the following: what inherent cellular characteristics give rise to the growth
advantage of cellular population? The simplest and
obvious answer is that it is the high rate of cell division. The experimental evidence of the overgrowth of
the cell population with a shorter doubling time was
obtained in investigations of the cellular composition
of a heterogeneous tumour consisting of nonmetastatic cell subpopulations (Leith et al., 1987). However the analysis of other experimental data shows
that dominance of metastatic cells is not directly associated with their proliferative characteristics (Staroselsky et al., 1990, Jouanneau et al., 1994). Moreover,
metastatic cell overgrowth occurs even if doubling
time of the metastatic subpopulation is longer than
that of all others subpopulations in a heterogeneous
tumour (Kerbel et al., 1987, Waghorne et al., 1988).
What mechanisms ensure metastatic cell clonal dominance phenomenon in this case?
Some of the researchers consider cell-cell interactions to be responsible for the overgrowth of metastatic cells in a tumour (Theodorescu et rrl., 1991).
From our point of view the attempts to explain the
metastatic cell dominance phenomenon by the cxist-

cnce of the specific cell-cell interactions, in the
framework of which, for example, non-metastatic
cells produce growth factors which preferentially
stimulate growth of metastatic ones, shift the solution
of the problem towards the search of specific proteins
and/or receptors resulting in such interactions. Other
researchers suggest that the ability of metastatically-competent cells to dominate is due to high locomotory capacity of these cells compared to their
non-metastatic counterparts (Solyanik et al., 1995,
Solyanik, 1998). The important role of cellular motility in the metastatic cascade is well known (Weiss,
1990, Zanker, 1997, Zaizen et al., 1998, Uchida et al.,
1999). But it seems doubtful that for the sufficient and
spatially homogeneous concentration of nutrients the
motility of cells may result in their overgrowth in a
tumour. Meanwhile under the limited and heterogeneous environmental conditions resulting from the competition of cells for nutrients (the simplest form of
cell-cell interactions) the motile cells can leave the
zone with low substrate level and invade the tumour
and surrounding tissues where better nutrient conditions provide the basis for their proliferation and
advantage to overgrow non-motile cell subpopulations.
The put-pose of the present investigation is to
examine the hypothesis that under conditions of competition of cell subpopulations for common substrata
cell motility of a subpopulation can give rise to its
growth advantage over other non-motile cells even if
the motile subpopulation doubling time is longer than
that of other cell subpopulations in a heterogeneous
tumour. This hypothesis is tested by a mathematical
model for the growth dynamics of a heterogeneous
tumour suggested by us.
Commonly the description of cell population
growth is based on the equations of the reaction-diffusion type with logistic (likes Verhulst law) cell population birth-death processes. It should be noted that
the form of the source term in these equations reflects
the fundamental empirical observation that the
increase in cancer cell number is accompanied by the
slowing down of the tumour growth rate (Burton,
1966, Byrne and Chaplain, 1995, Greenspan, 1972,
Gatenby, 1996, Perumpanani et al., 1996). But in
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some cases, and especially for tumour growth, this
approach has one essential drawback: the system
behaviour is determined by local kinetics and own
cell motility only that may result in overestimation of
some model parameters such as motility coefficients.
For example, Traqui (1995) from fitting of the reaction-diffusion model to experimental data estimated
cell motility coefficient to be of the order of lop7
cm2/sec that is the same as for diffusion coefficients
of large macromolecules, which seems to be doubtful.
Moreover in the limits of the traditional description
growth of non-motile tumour population appears to
be impossible. Thus, the development of the tumour
population with the total cell density limited due to
the effects of overcrowding and tight packing should
depend on other factors which are not described in the
limits of traditional reaction-diffusion systems. As is
shown below it is convenient to introduce an "effective" convection process due to which the spatial cell
distribution changes enabling further growth of the
population.
It should be noted that our model doesn't take into
account cell adhesion although a correlation between
adhesion of cells to the components of extracellular
matrix and invasion has been shown (Volk et a/.,
1984, Kornberg, 1998). However, this correlation is
supposed to be due to a co-ordinated interplay
between cytokine-mediated responses and extracellular matrix-directed regulation of cellular adhesion and
motility (Silletti et al., 1998, Herrera-Gay01 and
Jothy, 1999). These cell functions are coupled through
unknown mechanisms and thus it is hard to consider
correctly both cell adhesion and motility in the framework of the same mathematical model.
It is known that cancer cell motility may be spontaneous or may be stimulated by different cytokines or by
the components of the extracellular matrix. The cell
migrating response depends on the concentration of
attractants and includes both random (chemokinesis)
and directed components of motion (chemo- and haptotaxis). In the present study we consider only random
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motility of cells because, on the one hand, it is the
simplest form of cell motion, which takes place in
absence of external specific biological factors, and on
the other hand, though correlation between in vitro
motility and in vivo invasivenessx has been shown in
numerous studies (Takaoka et a/., 1998, Bourguignon
et a]., 1998, Siege1 et al., 1998). there are some observations indicating that the increased chemotactic
response of cancer cells is an evidence of a reduced
metastatic potential (Geng et a / . 1998).

2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The model which we propose for turnour growth is
based on the following assumptions:
A tumour grows as a spherical colony of malignant cells. Surrounding medium does not hinder
tumour growth and malignant cell motion. This
assumption is justified by the high activity of proteolytic cascade in metastatically competent cells
required for degradation of neighbouring tissues
(Ginestra et al., 1998).
A tumour consists of two subpopulations, denoted
by a and c, which differ in cell properties and thus
in their growth kinetics.
Each subpopulation includes pools of proliferating
- a l , cl and resting - a2, ~2 cells.
Proliferating cells divide with the constant rate
and under certain conditions can transform into
the resting state. The rate of this transition
depends on the intracellular level of crucial
metabolites.
We neglect the reverse transition from the resting
state into the proliferating one.
Interaction between subpopulations is manifested
in the competition for the common substrate.
Interaction between tumour cells and host immunity system is not taken into account.
We assume that proliferating cells move randomly
with the motility coefficients D, and D, respec-

:+ Invasion is considered as an early extratumour step in thc metastatic process (in contrast to the metastatic dominance phenomenon which
is an intratumour event in the metastatic cascade). The correlation between the invasiveness and metastatic ability of cancer cells has been
demonstrated in a nu~nbcrof investigations (Takaoka et al., 1998, Uemura et al., 1998). In the present research we use the term "invasiveness" as a synonym of "metastatic ability" though we are aware of incompetence of such unification of these terms for other cases.
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tively, which are the same for the intra- and extratumour regions.

the condition (2) in the spherically symmetrical case
is transformed to the following form:

Spatial substrate distribution is determined by balance between the substrate diffusion from the outside of the tumour region and its consumption by
cycling tumour cells.

a, = B, . a1 - P, ( S ). al

The model which is based on the above assumptions consists of five equations: four equations for the
respective cell densities and an equation for the substrate concentration. Growth kinetics of tumour cell
subpopulations is described by the following set of
differential equations:

where the terms B, and B, describe the subpopulation
growth rates, P,(S) and PJS) represent transition
functions from the cycling to the resting state depending on the substrate level and J are fluxes of the corresponding cells consisting of two components: the first
of them is determined by the active random cell
motion described by the Fick's law -D,Val (in the
present study we assume that only the cells a l are able
to move) and the second is caused by the convection
motion and is equal to the product of the corresponding cell density on the convective velocity.
Solving the equations (1) we take into account that
unlike chemical molecules cells have considerable
volume. It means that there is an essential limitation
on the total cell density:

C a , . 16.

+ C c , . K, 5 1,

(2)

where Vi- are average volumes of the corresponding
cell types. Obviously, cells of different subpopulations and in different states (proliferating or resting)
differ in their volumes but further for simplicity we
neglect these differences and assume cells to be of the
same volume V, = V,= A- 1 as it does not effect qualitatively the results of modelling.
After some manipulation, the details of which are
given in the Appendix, the set (1) with the account of
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where 0(x) equals unity for x 2 0 or else is zero. The
presence of this function in the equations reflects the
fact that outside the region of tightly packed tumour
cells their motion is not hindered by the host tissue
cells and thus the set (3) is reduced there to the conventional reaction-diffusion equations.
Evidently the forms of P J S ) and P,(S). which represent transition functions, significantly influence the
tumour growth kinetics. It is clear that for the high
substrate concentrations, which are sufficient to keep
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up the mitotic activity of the cells, the transition functions should tend to zero: Pi(w) = 0, while for low
level of concentrations their values should exceed the
rates of cell division: Pi(0) > Bi. Thus we take the
transition functions in the following form:
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The set (3) with the account of equations ( 5 ) and
(6) is solved in a circular symmetrical domain of the
radius R with the following boundary and initial conditions:

where Ki is the ratio of the maximal rate of cell transition to the resting state and the cell division rate (Ki >
1) and Sio is the critical value of substrate below
which metabolite depletion begins. We assume that
the parameters in the expression (4) are the same for
both subpopulations:

In general this assumption may not be true but we
neglect the possible difference in the corresponding
parameter values as it does not change qualitatively
the behaviour of the system.

In our simulations we assume that a homogeneous
mixture of a l and c, cells initially occupy a small volume of the radius Ro e R near the origin.

The substrate distribution is described by the following equation:

3 RESULTS

where D, is the substrate diffusion coefficient and
Q ( S ) is the rate of substrate consumption by cells of
both subpopulations. In the present paper we consider
oxygen as a crucial nutrient and this assumption is
supported by numerous experimental data (Sutherland 1998). If necessary the influences of other possible nutrients (glucose, for example) on the growth
kinetics of a heterogeneous tumour can be also
included into the model.

The model suggested was applied for simulation of
changes in densities of cell subpopulations and oxygen concentration in space and time. Values of constants and parameters used in computations are given
in Table I. It should be noted that in all model simulations the division rate of the subpopulation 'a' was
considered to be twice less than that of the subpopulation 'c': 2 . B, = B,, therefore the subpopulation 'a' is
further called a slow-dividing subpopulation and the
subpopulation 'c' - a fast-dividing subpopulation.

For numerous cell lines it has been shown that oxygen consumption rate per cell is a function of oxygen
concentration with the Michaelis-Menten type kinetics. Thus we assume the following expression for the
function Q(S):

We neglect oxygen consumption by quiescent cells
of both subpopulations as it is clear that for proliferation a higher rate of substrate consumption is necessary compared to the resting state.

The results obtained show that composition
dynamics of the model significantly depends on the
value of cell diffusion D,, demonstrating the possibility of the motile subpopulation to dominate in the heterogeneous tumour when diffusion rate D, exceeds
some threshold value (Figure 1). The slow-dividing
motile subpopulation with the motility coefficient
which is under the threshold value has no chance to
overgrow its non-motile counterparts even if the
motile subpopulation constitutes the majority of the
cells at the beginning of the tumour growth
(Figure 2).
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FIGURE 1 Time-dependent cellular composition of a tumour (only proliferating cell are taken into account) obtained numerically. Relative
cell density of the subpopulation a , is shown. Initial compositions a are 1% - thick solid line: 50% - thin solid line; 99% - dotted line. Simulations are made for the cell motility coefficient D, = 10.' cm2/sec and for different values of Kand S,: A) K = 1.2; So= 0.2 . S,,,, B) K = 1.5;
S o = 0 . 2 . S,, C ) K = 1.5;So=0.8.S,,,
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FIGURE 2 Time-dependent cellular composition of a tunlour (only ~roliferatingcell are taken into account) obtained numerically. Relative
cell density of the subpopulation a l is shown. Initial cum osiliona (I are 1%- thick solid line; 50% - thin solid line; 99% - dotted line. Simulations arc made for the cell motility cueficient D ~=, 10.' b r i ' i s n and for different values ot and 4:A) K = I 2 ; so= 0.2 s.,,, B) K = I I :
So=0.2.S,,,C) K = 1.5;S0=0.8.S,,
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TABLE I Model constants and parameters
Constants
q, = 1.7 . 1 0-"

rnol~sl(cel1. sec)

D , = 3.0 . lo-"

cm21.wc

from lilerature

S* = 4.2 . 10-6

moles

(Casciari et al., 1992)

2.8. lo3

moles

S,,=

B, = 0.03

hK1

B,.

h-

= 0.06

v,, = V,

=

Io

-~

'

Constants taken

Values assumed for
tumor cells

cm3
TI11

Knm, = 1

K,, = 2 .

crn

k el/ --2
Parameters used in sim~llations

D, = lo-"; lo-"
S,, = 5.6 . lo-? 22

.

crn2/sec

eration (20th day of growth); third, immobile cells
become extinct due to shortage of the substrate, while
motile cells continue proliferation in normal environmental conditions(30th day of growth).
On the contrary, when the cell motility coefficient
does not exceed the threshold value the slow-dividing
wbpopulation can't run away from the primary
tumour and thus can't wipe out the counterpart
(Figure 4).
Thus, in the framework of our model, the possibility of slow- dividing but motile wbpopulation overgrowth in a heterogeneous tumour is shown. It is
worth mentioning that model simulations demonstrate
good qualitative agreement with the experimental
data obtained by Theodorescu et al. (199 1).

moles

4 DISCUSSION
The model simulations show that initial composition cannot qualitatively change the result of tumour
development (Figure l,2) contrary to the results
obtained for a spatially non-distributed system (Solyanik et al., 1995). Moreover in the case of the domination of slow- dividing subpopulation conversion to
the monoclonal tulnour occurs faster than in the opposite case and the initial composition less influence the
time of the subpopulation overgrowth.
The sensitivity to the critical oxygen level S o is
higher than to the changes in the maximum rate of
cell transition to the resting state K but cannot fundamentally modify cellular composition dynamics of
the heterogeneous tumour (Figure 1, 2). The changes
of the parameter values K (Figure lA, 1B) and S o
(Figure 1 B , 1C) influence the time of the motile subpopulation overgrowth and may slightly change the
threshold value of D,.
Spatial cell distribution for one particular set of
parameters, where D, exceeds the threshold value, is
given in Figure 3. One can see that the process of
slow-dividing subpopulation overgrowth can be
divided into three stages: first, motile cells run away
from the primary looking for the better environmental
conditions (10th day of growth); second, under sufficient level of nutrient motile cells begin active prolif-

It is known that cell motility is a prerequisite for
tumour cell invasion and is thought to be a key property in a metastatic cascade. The direct correlation
between motility of cancer cells in vitro and their metastatic activity in vivo was shown in many experimental investigations (Volk et al., 1984, Hynes and
Lander, 1992, Ziober et al., 1999). These observations
underlie the main idea of our investigation about the
important role of cell motility in metastatic cell dominance phenomenon taking into account that the later
is necessary for distant metastatic spread. The results,
presented above, confirm this hypothesis showing
that the migrating capacity of cells (as an inherent cellular characteristic) can result in their growth advantage in a heterogeneous tumour. Three separate, but
bound up with each other, basic stages were shown to
be involved in dominance of the motile subpopulation
over the fast-growing one. The first is the locomotion
of motile cancer cells through host tissues; the second
is related to the active proliferation of motile cells in
advantageous environmental conditions; the third
involves death of non-motile fast-dividing cells due to
the lack of nutrients. It should be noted that the first
and the second stages are known to underlie invasion.
In the case of human invasive cutaneous melanoma it
was shown that invasion toward the cutaneous tissues
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Radial position (cm)
FIGURE 3 Numerical simulation for spatial cell and substrate distributions in a growing tumour; all parameter values are the same as in
Figure 1B. Initial composition a* equals 10%. Relative cell densities of the subpopulations c i , (thick solid) and cl (thick dotted) are shown
on the left scale. (Maximum cell density A is taken equal to unity.) Substrate concentration S (thin solid line) is given on the right scale in relative values. (External oxygen concentration S, is taken equal to unity.)
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FIGURE 4 Numerical simulation for spatial cell and substrate distribution!, in a growing tumour; all para~netervalues are the same as in
Figure 2B. Initial composition a* equals 90%. Relative cell densities of the subpopulatiol~sa , (thick solid) and C I (thick dotted) are shown on
the left scale. (Maximum cell density A is taken equal to unity.) Substrate concentration S (thin solid line) is given on the right scale in relative values. (External oxygen concentration S,, is taken equal to unity.)
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occurs by repetitive cycles of active locomotion of
melanoma cells followed by cessation of movement
and proliferation (Suh and Weiss, 1984, Weiss, 1990).
Thus our investigation demonstrate that invasion and
growth dominance of the metastatic cancer cells are
realised through the same mechanisms, based on the
same inherent cellular characteristics of cancer cells,
and appear to be two manifestations of one process occupation of space, both intratumour and extratumour, by the metastatically competent cells.
The well-known peculiarity of invasion is the crucial role of time in manifestation of this phenomenon.
A number of mechanisms are considered to account
for the long delay in the transition from in .ritu to
invasive carcinomas (Weiss, 1990). One of the possible mechanisms of this delay results from gradual
emergence of a motile subpopulation of cancer cells
in the process of tumour progression. Our results
demonstrate that the dominance phenomenon as well
as invasion (resulting from the random cell motion)
depends on the motility coefficient in a threshold
manner. It means that the appearance of a motile subpopulation does not guarantee this subpopulation to
be invasive. To run away from the primary tumour
and thus to overgrow all other subpopulations the
cells of the motile subpopulation should have diffusion rate exceeding a certain threshold value. As was
shown above the value of this "invasive" diffusion
rate considerably depends on the proliferative characteristics of both subpopulations (the rates of cell division, the rates of cell transition into the resting state,
the sensitivity to the oxygen depletion) and ranges
from l ~ - ' ~ c r n ~ / s to
e c 10-~crn~/sec.Thus the suggested model determines the inherent cellular characteristics resulting in the tumour invasion that provides
the growth preference of metastatically competent
cells in a primary tuinour and gives the possibility to
make some quantitative estimates for these cellular
characteristics.
It should be noted that the threshold relationship
between the cell motility and cell dominance phenomenon is determined to a large extent by the
assumption made that surrounding medium does not
hinder tumour growth and cancer cell motion. In the
framework of other possible assumption when turnour
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growth is considered to be accompanied by ousting of
host tissue and there is no antagonistic interaction
between tumour and host cells the slow-dividing population with any motility coefficient should always
run away from the primary tumour and so it should
always overgrow its non-motile counterpart. In this
case dominance phenomenon (resulting from the random cell motion) should not depend on the diffusion
coefficient in a threshold manner.
The model demonstrates that the final overgrowth
of motile cells does not depend on the initial cellular
composition of the tumour. Although this result has
its experimental confirmation, the data obtained by
Staroselsky et al. (1990) seem to contradict it. These
investigators didn't observe dominance of metastatic
cells if the portion of these cells in the initial composition of the tunlour is less than 5%. However from
our point of view, this difference between model predictions and experimental observations may follow
from stochastic nature of cell survival after the injection of a small number of metastatic cells in animals.
This stochasticity appears as a result of cell-host
interactions determining the existence of the minimum number of cancer cells which is necessary for
successful tumour inoculation. Apparently this effect
cannot be described by our model.
As was mentioned above cell motility includes
both random and directed components of motion.
Despite numerous studies the question of relative
contributions of the chemotactic and chemokinetic
responses in tumour progression is still open. In the
present paper we considered the simplest form of cell
motility - chemokinesis with substrate-independent
motility coefficient, and showed that just this type of
motion is sufficient to ensure overgrowth of
slow-dividing metastatic cells in a heterogeneous
tumour. The question which is to be clarified is the
following: what chemokinesis and chemo- and haptotaxis can contribute to the variety of cell behavioural
pattenis in the growth dominance of metastatic cells.
Migrating response of cancer cells to chemoattractive
ingredients is evidently important for organ-specific
metastasis (Ito et al., 1998), however the problem is
whether it can add anything qualitatively new to the
overgrowth of metastatic cells in an early tumour. The
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answer to this question requires additional investigations, both experimental and theoretical.
The work was financially supported by the Russian
Foundation of Basic Research.
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APPENDIX
Here, we deduce equations into which the set (1) is
transformed due to the condition (2), i.e. to the limitation of the total cell density.
Let us consider a multicellular system consisting of
several intermixed subpopulations. Their total cell
density is constant and equal to A (for simplicity we
assume that cells are of equal volumes; this approach
is easily generalised on the case when cell volumes of
different subpopulations are not the same). Let a i is
the density of the i-th tumour cell population (i E (1,
N)), which can grow or transform into each other
depending on the external conditions. Besides these
tumour cell populations the system may include alro
"inert" or host cells (let's denote them by b), which
are assumed to be immotile, do not grow but can be
influenced by tumour cells (for instance killed by
them due to lysis).
Evolution of the cell densities in some region G c
R~ is in general case described by the following equations

After some manipulation, the details of which may
be found in (Gusev and Polezhaev, 1997), in general
case we arrive at a set of N+l equations: N parabolic
equations for the cell densities and one elliptic (Poisson) equation for the scalar field, gradient of which
determines the velocity field of the convective
motion.
In the case of spherical symmetry considered in the
present paper we may act in a different way as now V
is in fact a scalar depending only on the radius and it
is equal to zero in the origin. Then the equation (10)
can be solved directly which gives

where F is determined by the expression

Substituting (12) into the set (9) we obtain
Here fi(a, .) are functions describing local kinetics
of cell populations depending both on the cell densities and on the external conditions, for instance, on
the concentration of nutrient S.
The variable Ji denotes the flux of the i-th population. It has two components: the flux determined by
the own motility J~('),including in our case only random motility, described by the term - D i v a i (some
motility coefficients Di may be equal to zero), and the
convection flux J ~ (=~aiV,
)
where V is the velocity of
the convective motion. The flux Jb consists of the
convection component bV only.
Thus the set (8) takes the following appearance:

+ V.(DiVa;- ail'),

hi = f;(a,
S)

b = f b ( a ; S ) - V.(bTT).

(9)

With the account of Ziai + b = A, summing the
right- and left-hand sides of the equations (9), we
obtain

An important question concerns the specific form
of the function f b describing local kinetics of the host
cells.
It is known that some types of tumours in the process of their growth kill host tissue cells by lysis, others only push them away clearing space for the
offspring. In most cases both processes occur, the difference is in the degree of their realisation. As is mentioned above a high rate of the proteolytic cascade in
metastatically competent cells is usually observed.
Thus in the present research we consider an extreme
case and assume that tumour cells do not experience
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any resistance from the host tissues, the former do not
push the latter but only kill them by lysis.
The local kinetics of the host cells may formally be
described in this case by the following function
fb(a.

s) = -0

(F

al

-

>A)

fJ

(a, s)

J

-6

i2 1
I

-

(

)

(14)

where 6 is a simbolic Dirac delta-function. This form
of the function fb(a, S) ensures both (i) zero value of
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the function F(a, S) which is a source term for the
vector field V (see (1I)) and (ii) zero value of the convective flow V outside the tumor.
If we substitute (14) into (12) we will see that outside the region of tightly packed tumour cells where
the host tissue cells are present, the equations (13) are
reduced to the form of conventional reaction-diffusion equations and thus cells can move due to their
locomotion capacity only. Meanwhile inside the
region void of host tissue tumour cells achieve maximal possible total density and move due to both their
own random motility and convective motion.
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